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L u x u r y  Ta i l o r  M a d e  Tr a v e l
Inspiring Journeys Created for You

®



we found ourselves in places the guidebooks didn’t list, greeted by locals  
as if we were old friends.
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When it comes to planning the journey of a lifetime, one ingredient is 
essential above all others: you. A&K Luxury Tailor Made Travel gives  
you the chance to see the world’s most inspiring places exactly the way 
you want on an itinerary designed around your interests, and with 
unmatched insider access and 24/7 support from a team of expert  
locals. We work with you or your travel professional not merely to 
match your dreams, but to exceed them.

For those experiencing it for the first time, A&K Luxury Tailor Made 
Travel is a revelation — it is simply how every journey should be, every 
time, and before long you may wonder how you travelled any other way.

When people ask me what A&K is all about, I often tell them, “We’re not 
in the travel business — we’re in the dream business.” For more than 50 
years, A&K has made dreams come true for thousands of satisfied guests. 
Contact A&K or your travel professional, and let us do the same for you.

Geoffrey Kent 
Founder, Chairman & CEO  |  Abercrombie & Kent

Follow @geoffrey_kent on Instagram
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Travel on a Journey  
Made Just for You

Luxury Tailor Made Travel means  
seeing the world exactly how you 

want to see it, on an itinerary 
fashioned for you by the  
world’s foremost experts.
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Included with Every  
Luxury Tailor Made Journey

• One-of-a-kind Itinerary Designed for You
• Private Sightseeing 
• Exclusive Insider Access Opportunities
• Customized Airport Meet and Greet
• Private Transfers
• English-Speaking Local Guides
• Full Breakfast Daily
• All Entrance Fees and Taxes 
• 24/7 On-Call Support

The Ultimate in Inspiring Travel
Luxury Tailor Made Travel allows you to experience 
A&K’s hallmark blend of insider access and style in 
more than 100 countries around the world, on an 
itinerary created for you and your family or friends. 
Our Travel Consultants, all dedicated travellers in 
their own right, work closely with you or your travel 
professional to create a made-to-order journey of a 
lifetime, optimized to make sure you get the most 
out of every moment. 

You’ll appreciate the A&K difference from the 
moment you arrive, when an A&K representative 
welcomes you and escorts you to your hotel in a 
private vehicle. From arrival to departure, every 
detail is anticipated and every effort made to ensure 
a seamless, unforgettable travel experience. With 
A&K, you walk right in where others wait in line, 
visit world-famous sites before they open to the 
public and experience authentic local interactions 
beyond the scope of any guidebook. 

Let A&K show you how travel was meant to be: unique, 
inspiring and backed by the world’s premier experts.

“There were so many little details taken care of for us, from 
having a private vehicle and driver to bypassing the crowds 
with our guide, that I realized we could never have planned 
this journey on our own. I never knew what a difference that 
made until I experienced it myself, and it turns out it makes 
all the difference in the world.”

— Amy, Chicago, IL; Tailor Made Spain
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A&K takes you  
to over 100 countries  

on six continents using a  
global staff of over  

2,500 people.

See the world on the journey of your dreams.
Contact A&K at 800 323 7308, visit abercrombiekent.com or speak to your travel professional to start planning your Luxury Tailor Made Journey today.
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“Without exception, all  
of the people associated with our Tailor  

Made Journey were extremely professional and  
courteous beyond measure. There was not a single  

aspect of our journey that did not happen exactly as  
they said it would. Please, on behalf of both my wife  

and myself, extend to them my heartfelt  
thanks and gratitude.”

— Russ, Alexandria, VA; 
Tailor Made France & Italy

Petra, Jordan
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The Finest in Local Expertise
What sets A&K apart from all the  
rest is our local experts, from the  
one-of-a-kind guides travelling at  
your side to the people behind the  

scenes who keep your trip  
running smoothly.

Kathmandu, Nepal
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An Authentic Local Presence Wherever You Go
A&K has 52 offices and a staff of thousands all over the world — no other 
travel company compares. That long-established local presence gives us  
the connections we rely on to grant you access to people and places no one 
else can, and to offer one-of-a-kind inspiring experiences you won’t find 
listed in any travel guide or search engine. Once your journey begins, every 
detail is taken care of by a local staff whose round-the-clock efforts ensure  
a journey that runs without a hitch from beginning to end.

The Best Local Experts at Your Side
Your hand-picked, English-speaking A&K local guides join you at each  
step on your Luxury Tailor Made Journey; you may even arrange for a  
single guide to travel with you for the entire itinerary. A&K guides bring 
your destination to life through authentic, firsthand knowledge — usually 
because they’ve lived there for decades, if not a lifetime. 

Equally adept at planning and improvisation, they can tailor your journey 
on the spot to take advantage of any sudden inspiration. They’re educated, 
exceptionally well-travelled and have a true love for their native country or 
region — exactly who you want at your side as you discover a new destination. 
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A&K’s Local Guides
Our guides come from all walks of life. One  
thing they have in common: a passion for  
sharing the wonders of their homeland with  
each and every guest.

“Our private guide was absolutely outstanding.  
He had an incredible depth of knowledge and was  

always friendly and courteous … and working  
behind the scenes! We wish there was a word more 

complimentary than ‘perfect’ to describe our trip.”

— Ken and Suzi, Scottsdale, AZ; 
Tailor Made Costa Rica

Machu Picchu, Peru
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In Europe, Count on  
Exclusive Guardian Angel®  
and Concierge Rail Service
A&K’s Guardian Angels are on 
hand to provide 24/7 support 
and on-the-spot planning 
for your European Luxury 
Tailor Made Journey whenever 
you need it. In addition, our 
exclusive Concierge Rail service 
makes getting around by train a 
breeze, with escorted transfers, 
seat reservations and porterage 
for your luggage.

Machu Picchu, Peru
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A&K works to make every hour of your vacation neatly suited to you — whether 
you prefer to hike up the mountain, see it painted in a museum or gaze on it 
from your table at an al fresco restaurant, we make sure you experience your 
destination just the way you want. 

We also recognize that how and why you travel can be just as important as where. 
Travel with a group of extended family or a small party of friends, to celebrate a 
milestone or just because — we can create a journey that works for your unique style. 

A Journey Matched to Your Interests,  
Your Style and Your Budget

Every traveller is different — and so is every Luxury Tailor  
Made Journey. We consider what you want to do and how  
you like to travel, and then put that knowledge to work to  

make a journey uniquely yours.

Kyoto, Japan
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Active Adventures
For travellers who relish being out in nature, 
A&K can create an active adventure almost 
anywhere in world, chock-full of your favorite 
outdoor activities, from kayaking along the  
coast to mountain biking on a breathtaking trail.

Food & Wine
So many destinations are synonymous with 
their cuisine that it’s no surprise that many 
travellers experience a place best through its 
food. Browse a market with a local chef, and 
then prepare lunch together, or dine with 
a local family in their home for a taste of 
authentic hospitality.

Create a journey based on one of these themes, 
mix and match them or make up your own for  
a journey that’s just right for you.
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Art & Architecture
Art museums, theater tickets, tours of 
cathedrals and temples — when it comes  
to art and architecture, some travellers can’t 
get enough. Luxury Tailor Made Journeys 
connect you with local artists for private visits 
to their studios, or with collectors who take 
you on a guided tour of their favorite galleries.

Cultural Encounters
For many travellers it’s people, not places,  
that make a journey worth remembering.  
A&K connects you to local people and 
practices that reveal your destination from  
a uniquely personal point of view. Give gifts  
of rice to monks, visit a group of local  
women weavers or receive your own  
personal Buddhist blessing.

Lake Louise, Alberta
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Celebrate with Travel
A birthday, anniversary or retirement: 
Whatever the milestone, a Luxury Tailor Made 
Journey is the perfect way to commemorate it. 
Celebrate your birthday with a private dinner 
with friends and family in the ancient library 
of Ephesus, reserved exclusively for you, or 
start your retirement with an artist’s tour of 
Paris, exploring the Louvre with an expert 
guide and visiting an artist in his own atelier.

Group Travel
A&K excels at planning travel for custom 
groups, whether a professional or alumni 
association, museum society or a local seniors’ 
group. We create an itinerary packed with 
sightseeing, activities and guest speakers that 
all ref lect your group’s focus and interests. 
Our dedicated staff has decades of experience 
in creating journeys for groups of all sizes, all 
ages and all interests.

Family Journeys: Inspiration for Every Generation
Luxury Tailor Made Travel offers many 
advantages that particularly benefit the family. 
For one, there is the simple freedom to travel 
solely on your own schedule, free of conflicts 
with school or work. It also offers the chance to 
tailor the experience with every family member 
in mind, and A&K guides are masters at keeping 
all ages interested and engaged, even if it means 
rearranging a day’s activities on the fly. 
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Travel that Changes Lives:  
A&K Philanthropy

Abercrombie & Kent Philanthropy supports 24 
grassroots projects that improve communities in 
16 countries around the world — and we invite 
you to be a part of it. Ask about including a visit 
to an A&K Philanthropy-supported project in 
your Luxury Tailor Made Journey. You’ll see 
firsthand how a small investment can make a big 
improvement in the life of a local community, 
and many guests tell us these moments are their 
most treasured memories of their journey.

“The projects that A&K  
are doing in the countries we visited were  

so impressive. It was incredibly eye-opening. Thank you  
for all of your efforts in providing us a once-in-a-lifetime  

opportunity. We will be forever grateful.”

—Tod and Allison, Los Altos Hills, CA; 
Tailor Made East Africa
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A&K Opens Doors for You  
the World Over

Our local ties grant you access to  
people and sites far beyond the reach  

of the average traveller.

A&K can create inspiring, one-of-a-kind luxury 
travel experiences in more than 100 countries on 
six continents. Wherever you travel, we have the 
unrivaled exclusive, behind-the-scenes access 
that allows you to discover your destination in 
unmatched authenticity and style. 

Here are just a few of the extraordinary experiences 
A&K creates for every Luxury Tailor Made Journey.
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Blend Your Very Own Bubbly 
Champagne, France
At the headquarters of Champagne de Telmont, 
blend your own Champagne under the guidance 
of the vineyard’s owner. The result is an utterly 
unique blend perfectly suited to you — the ideal 
memento of a Luxury Tailor Made Journey.

Backstage at the Bolshoi 
Moscow, Russia
Why just see a performance at the world-famous 
Bolshoi Theater when you can discover the venue’s 
history on an exclusive guided backstage tour? 
You can even meet one of the company’s  
ballerinas for a lesson.
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Witness the Making of a Monk 
Myanmar
The first time a Burmese boy enters the 
monastery and becomes a novice monk is one 
of the most important milestones for his family. 
Help a deserving Myanmar family honor this 
tradition by sponsoring the novitiation ceremony 
for their son, and then partake in the celebrations.

Maasai for a Day 
Masai Mara, Kenya
East Africa’s famous nomadic herdsmen the 
Maasai have mastered the art of living in 
harmony with nature. Learn their ways on an 
immersive encounter with a local tribe, who 
teach you a few of their many skills, including 
tracking animals and making and firing a bow.
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Tai Chi atop the Great Wall 
Beijing, China
“You are not a hero,” Mao Zedong once said, “until you have climbed the 
Great Wall.” Ascend the wall’s best-preserved section in the morning or 
late afternoon, when the light is best and before the crowds arrive, and 
experience this serene setting during a private lesson with a tai chi master.

Go “Behind the Strings” in Spain 
Madrid, Spain
The timeless sound of the Spanish guitar enchants 
listeners all over the globe. See how these instruments 
are crafted on a private visit to the workshop of master 
luthier Angel Benito Aguado, who has built guitars for 
some of the world’s most noted concert players.
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Fly-Fishing in a Mountain Lake 
Mount Kenya, Kenya
Depart by private helicopter for Africa’s 
second-highest mountain, landing at a 
spectacular lake that serves as your private 
fishing spot. After a picnic breakfast, cast 
your line and enjoy several blissful hours 
fishing for rainbow trout in a spectacular, 
rarely visited mountain setting.

Learn the Ins and Outs of  
Aussie-Style Football 
Melbourne, Australia
In Australia, football is much more than 
a sport — it’s a way of life. While visiting 
football-mad Melbourne, head to the 
stadium for some private coaching from 
the players, followed by watching the 
day’s game from reserved seats. 
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Biking in Botswana: A Philanthropic Experience 
Botswana
Pay a family visit to a village in Botswana, where A&K 
Philanthropy has helped establish a bike shop to provide 
transport for locals, as well as a sustainable business 
for the community. Meet the women who run the shop, 
and then borrow a few bikes for a family ride through 
the village, observing local life firsthand as welcoming 
villagers smile and wave in greeting.

Sit Down to a Private Dinner in an Architectural Treasure 
Lima, Peru
Aliaga House is the oldest continually inhabited residence in the Americas, with 
the same family occupying it for 18 generations. For one evening, this stately 
mansion becomes your personal haven for an unforgettable private dinner.
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Expert-Picked  
Accommodations

You can spend countless hours reading 
hotel reviews online — or you can leave it 
to the experts in A&K’s local offices, who 
have established preferred relationships 
with the most authentic and luxurious 

properties in every locale we visit. 

The Peninsula Hong Kong
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The Best Hand-Selected Luxury and Boutique Hotels
A great hotel is more than a place to sleep at 
the end of the day. It’s an extension of your 
destination, a place where authentic style, 
modern conveniences and warm hospitality 
come together. Our experts have inspected 
hundreds of hotels ranging from cutting-edge 
contemporary high-rises to charming, one-of-a-
kind boutiques, allowing us to recommend the 
perfect fit for you and your itinerary.

Four Seasons Hotel Cairo at the First Residence, Egypt
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Camps and Lodges that Immerse You  
in the Heart of Authentic Nature
Anyone who thinks of camping as “roughing 
it” has never travelled with A&K. From an 
exclusive Moroccan desert camp to luxury 
lodges in Africa’s best game parks, we help 
you experience nature at its finest, and in 
the finest comfort.

Sanctuary Chief’s Camp, Botswana



Four Seasons Safari Lodge Serengeti, Tanzania 25800 323 7308  |  abercrombiekent.com



‘Sanctuary Ananda,’ Myanmar
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Exploring in Style by Small Ship
Whether it’s the placid Nile River or the wildlife-rich 
Galápagos Islands, some destinations demand to be 
explored by water. Add a river or sea cruise on a vessel 
that combines luxury, intimacy and safety and enjoy a 
small-ship cruising experience second to none.

Elegance by Rail: Luxury Trains
When it comes to travel by luxury train,  
getting there is just as much fun as being there.  
Step back into a more refined and elegant era on 
board a stylishly appointed train, enjoying fine 
dining, wonderful views and impeccable service.

Villas: The Ultimate Luxury Haven
Luxurious, intimate and  
chock-full of authentic local  
f lavor and charm, villas are often 
the best way to experience Europe. 
Leave the hotels behind for a stay 
in a one-of-a-kind property on a 
sun-drenched estate in Burgundy 
or Tuscany, with A&K providing 
the extra amenities — from 
babysitting to watercolor  
lessons to a guided local  
excursion — needed for a  
truly memorable experience.

Il Fagiano, Italy
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Getting There in Style:
Helicopters, Jets and Yachts

You’ve created the itinerary of your 
dreams — now take it to the next 

level with some chic transportation 
reserved for your exclusive pleasure. 

Sydney, Australia
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Air Travel as It Was Meant to Be: Private Jets
For the ultimate in luxury and convenience, 
there’s no beating a private jet. Arrange 
f lights to suit your timetable, not an 
airline’s; bypass long check-in lines; and 
enjoy a relaxed, stylish experience in the air 
while saving more time for exploring your 
destination. Arrive in stunning Ha Long Bay 
by seaplane for an unforgettable day trip, or 
charter a jet for your entire journey.

Exclusive Luxury on the Seas: Private Yachts
For the ultimate in luxury and exclusivity, talk 
to A&K about chartering your own yacht, and 
exploring the dazzling coastal waters of the 
Mediterranean in five-star style. Alternately, 
take a private cruise to the Galápagos, 
embarking on daily shore excursions with  
your own crew of naturalist guides.

Getting There Is More than Half the Fun:  
Private Helicopters
Flying by helicopter is more than just a  
fun way to travel — it allows you to spend  
time exploring and meeting people that  
would otherwise be spent on long drives. 
Imagine touring the tasting rooms of the  
Cape Winelands by helicopter, enjoying 
spectacular views from the air while easily 
doubling your time on the ground.
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Creating the Perfect Journey, 
Just for You

When it comes to planning a journey 
that is just right for you, there is no 
substitute for working alongside an 

expert — and A&K has the best,  
from the Travel Consultants in our 

North American office to the  
A&K team members in our  

offices around the world.
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Leave the Planning to the Experts
Our experts understand travel planning at a level most travellers never imagine. 
Creating a Luxury Tailor Made itinerary isn’t just about choosing hotels and 
arranging visits to museums or knowing the best time to see a cathedral — it’s 
about giving you the kinds of uniquely inspiring experiences you didn’t even 
know existed, local encounters made possible only by A&K’s longstanding 
connections around the world.

No Substitute for Working One on One
Whether working with your travel professional or directly with you, our Travel 
Consultants get to know you as an individual. We learn how you like to travel  
and what kind of activities make your vacation meaningful to you. Do you go 
with friends or with family? Are you a museum person, a food and wine lover  
or an outdoor adventurer? How much free time is just right? Whatever way you 
like to travel, we create a journey to match, with as much or as little oversight  
as you want to provide. And when the time comes to book your next journey, 
we’re ready to provide the exact same personal, one-on-one service.

Bolton Castle, England
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1

Four Steps to an Inspiring 
Tailor Made Journey

A&K’s Travel Consultants
Our more than 30 top-notch Travel Consultants 
have an average of 10 years’ experience, and each 
is a proud expert in their chosen region of the 
world. They’re also born adventurers, and they 
can advise you on the best places to visit because 
they’ve usually been there themselves. Your 
consultant gets to know you as an individual, 
one traveller to another, in order to make your 
journey everything you want it to be.

Tell Us About Your Ideal Journey
Working either through your 
travel professional or with  
you personally, an A&K  
Travel Consultant builds  
an understanding of  
where you want  
to go and how  
you like to travel.
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2

3

4

See the world on the journey of your dreams. 
Contact A&K at 800 323 7308, visit abercrombiekent.com or speak to your travel professional  

to start planning your Luxury Tailor Made Journey today.
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Customize Your Journey
The Travel Consultant creates a detailed proposal, including sightseeing activities, 
hotels and insider access arranged specially for you, refining it until it’s exactly 
what you’re looking for.

Prepare for Your Journey
Your trip is all planned — now it’s time to 
prepare. We provide documentation that 
tells you everything you need to  
know about the places you’ll  
visit, along with a  
packing checklist.

Travel with Around-the-Clock 
A&K Support
Once you arrive at your 
destination, we take over,  
seeing to everything until  
you return home. 



Our Travel Consultants are ready to work with you or your travel professional to custom-craft  
the Luxury Tailor Made Journey of a lifetime, as only Abercrombie & Kent can do it. 

Contact A&K at 800 323 7308, visit abercrombiekent.com or speak to your travel professional today.

Let A&K Create the Journey of Your Dreams

1411 Opus Place, Executive Towers West II, Suite 300  •  Downers Grove, IL 60515  •  800 323 7308  Monday–Friday (8–7 CT);  Saturday (9–1 CT)  •  reservations@abercrombiekent.com  •  abercrombiekent.com


